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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7850 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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autoexamen de mamas
Breast self-exam or a breast self-examination is a check that a woman is at home, in order to find any changes or
problems in the breast tissue. Breast self-exam is an easy way to detect breast problems from benign tumors and breast
cancer. To perform this self-examination, women must follow a few steps you need to know before, so it is necessary to
first consult your doctor or go to the entity of health where he received medical attention.

autoflagelación
The self-flagellation is a religious practice that involves self-flagellation on bare skin to destroy it and make it bleed, to
pay a manda, a favor or a miracle received by God or a deity.

autoflagelarse
It is also injured. Flogging is also using a flagellum.

autogol
In football, an own goal is a goal scored by a player accidentally introducing the ball into his own goal. 

autolavado
An auto-wash is a shop that provides car wash service.

automedicarse
Given a person medications that have not been prescribed by the doctor.

autonombrarse
Call themselves, autodesignarse.

autoparte
A car is a replacement for a vehicle.

autopartista
Auto parts: ( adj. m. and f.  ) A person who is engaged in the sale of auto parts.

autopista
Highway : (female noun) 1- Wide avenue with central platform, for fast driving of cars.   2- Wide avenue with central
platform, which leads directly to an airport.  In the latter case it is often called "airport highway". 

autoproclamarse
Proclaim itself: (v.  pron.  ) Declared someone invested with office, authority or merit, especially when it does so in a
public way.

autoservicio
Self-Service ( m ) Commercial establishment where the customer dispatches or serves himself.



autostop
Autostop : Word of English origin .  How to travel by road consisting of sorry for a particular vehicle and asking the driver
to take you to one for free.

autódromo
It is a track that is designed and built for testing and motor racing. 

ave maría
1-In the Catholic religion, the Hail Mary is a prayer dedicated to Mary the mother of Jesus.   2-expression that denotes
strangeness or astonishment.

avelino
Avelino , is a male proper name of Latin origin. 

avena caleña
It is a refreshing, delicious drink. Prepares cooking rice with cinnamon and Brad of smell, adding vanilla essence. It is a
traditional drink of the city of Cali in Colombia.

avena caleña
The main ingredients of Cali oats, as well as rice, are: milk, cinnamon or Brad of smell, sugar, essence and vanilla ice.

aventarse
Aventarse : ( v .  Pron.  ) 1- Fill one thing with air.   2- Take the escape or leave a place hastily.   3- Risk someone to do
something that could bring you some kind of problem or inconvenience ( This last definition is widely used in Mex .  )

aventurarse
Venturing: risk someone regardless of the outcome of this reckless action.

averaguarse
In the colloquial language in Colombia, to find yourself damaged and acquire bad smell and fungi a garment or anything
else made of fabric, being exposed to moisture for long periods of time.

averiarse
Break down : ( v .   Pron.  ) Decompose , damage .

aversion
aversion is incorrectly written, and should be written as "aversion" being its meaning:<br>Aversion: f. hatred and disgust
that feel toward a person or thing.

avionada
A " avionada " It is an action of an avivato, which manages to take over or appropriating something belonging to another
person or entity.



avionazo
Avionazo: ( m ) In Mexico, shock, or falling from a plane.

avisorar
anticipate is incorrectly written, and should be written as "foresee" being its meaning:<br>Foresee: vb.  Stalking,
observe, glimpse, glimpse, see.

avistar
Sighting: vb. Reach out to see something that is at a great distance.

avivatada
Alive ( s .   F.  ) Action of a revival.

avivato
Avivato, ta: person who takes advantage of unwary people to deceive them and scam them.

axel
Axel , 1- Own male name of Hebrew origin.   2- Axel Patricio Fernando Witteveen, better known as Axel, is an Argentine
singer who performs mainly ballad music.

axil
Belonging or relating to the shaft.

ay
Ay is incorrectly written and it should be written as "ay!" being its meaning:<br>Ay! : Interjection to express pain, scare or
startle.

ay ombe
It should be noted that the expression " ay ombe!  " It was internationalized by the salsa singer Gilberto Santa Rosa, in
the song déjate Querer: " leave you wanting, déjate querer, ombe ay!  ".

ay ombe
Ay ombe! : Expression that denotes joy, enthusiasm and admiration, widely used in the Costa Caribbean Colombian,
especially by the singers of the vallenato genre, who sometimes use it to accompany the greetings, very frequent in this
musical genre. The expression " ay ombe " It is so popular that even the same Jorge Celedón didn't hesitate to entitle
one of their songs as well.

ay!
Oh!: interjection of joy, surprise, anger, shock or pain.

ayatola
Ayatollah or Ayatollah ( 41 ayatollah Persian;. An Ayatollah is a religious superior of the Islamic Shia.



ayatola
Ayatollah or Ayatollah ( 41 ayatollah Persian;. An Ayatollah is a religious superior of the Islamic Shia.

azarar
Azarar: (v.  ) Startle, stun, push.

azaroso
In some areas of the coast of Colombia, " 34 random term; It refers to someone who is flashy and conceited.
Consequently the other meaning can be, Azaroso, ( sa ): ostentatious, presumed: Jose is eventful, as he bought a fine
watch, everyone shows it is.

aziris
Aziris is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Osiris" being its meaning:<br>It is a feminine name of Egyptian
origin. In America is could have derived from the proper name Osaris.

azul cielo
It is the light blue or blue semiclaro blue colour of the sky.

azul en italiano
Azul, is a word of Spanish origin that in Italian is translated: blu, and that in English is translated: blue. 

azuloso
Bluish: ( adj.  ) Blue or blue hues.

ácido nicotínico
Monobasic acid derivative of pyridine.

álbumes
Albums : Plural album .    1- Blank book whose sheets are filled with signatures, photographs or other things.  2- Disc or
discs (or CDs) that form a set.

álcali
Alkali: m.   (Quim.  )  It is said be of hydroxides and carbonates of sodium and potassium ( caustic soda, bicarbonate of
soda, Caustic Potash, etc.  ). Neutralize acids forming salts that blue red litmus paper and communicate the soapy
quality to their aqueous solutions. Alkali neutralizes acids by the own antagonist properties the of latter.

álcali
Alkali: 40 m;Quim.  )  Chemical compound which in contact with water releases ions OH-. It has antagonistic properties
of acids, and forms salts with these.

ámbito
Scope ( s .  male ) .    Space between specified boundaries . 



ándele mano!
This expression is very used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander in Colombia. Is mainly used to
hurry to a friend: "Come on hand that are already six and we're retarded ". The expression arises because these
departments is the word " 34 hand; means friend, key; or to refer to a friend who is like a brother.

ánimas
Souls are the souls of the people, especially the penan before going to the glory.

babenberg
Babenberg: Name of an ancient family originally from Franconia, which exercised sovereignty in Austria for three
centuries ( 978-1296 )

babirusa
Babirusa: m.  Species of wild pig breeding in the indomalayo archipelago.

baby
Baby: English word which translates in Spanish: baby, child.

baby doll
A baby doll is a female sensual inner garment made up a short and transparent gown and a thong.

baby shower
Baby shower is a party that celebrates the future birth of a baby. Baby shower is normally held in the last month of
pregnancy and it is a form of " bathing " gifts to the boy or girl that is on its way. It is precisely the translation into
Spanish of the term baby shower: baby shower.

bacanales
Baccanals : Plural of bacchanal .   A bacanal (although it sounds strange is a feminine noun) was a feast held in ancient
Rome in honor of the Baco God.  2- Unbridled feast in which you eat, drink and have uncontrolled sex.

bacanería
The " bacanería " It is uncomplicated and picturesque, typical of a cool lifestyle.

bacanería
Bacanería: ( f.  ) Cheerfulness, enthusiasm.

bacanísimo
Bacanisimo: Superlative of bacano.

bacanísimo
Bacanisimo: Very bacano, very nice.

bachaquero



In Venezuela, a bachaquero (ra) is a person who traded illegally with products of first necessity and gasoline, which
acquires in Venezuela to transport them to other countries like Colombia, and sell them at a higher price for higher u
usability taking advantage of the exchange rate difference by the devaluation of the Venezuelan currency.

bachata
Bachata: f. danceable musical genre originating in the Dominican Republic which is interpreted mainly using instruments
such as güira and guitars among others. Longtime bachata was considered by the higher social classes as a musical
genre vulgar and of marginal classes.

bachiller
Baccalaureate : 1- Student who has completed the studies corresponding to middle education, also called secondary
basic education.   2- Degree or degree awarded to such student.   A few years ago this diploma or degree was also
called high school cardboard.

bachillerato
In Colombia, studies corresponding to middle education, also called secondary basic education, which presupposes
higher education are known as a baccalaureate.    2- Grade attaining by a bachelor's degree.

bacilador
In colloquial language, a bacilator (or better hesitator) is something of a, a breastgallist.

bacilos
Bacillus, bacilli plural: bacteria sticks-shaped elongated. Some bacilli have resonant potentials Cilia. Tuberculosis is
caused by these microbes.

bacilos
Bacilli: It is the name of a musical group, already dissolved, origin Ecuador, which played a type of pop ballad, and
which was directed by the singer and musician Colombian Jorge Villamizar. One of his hits is the song " tobacco and
chanel 34.

baco
Bacchus, was the name the Romans gave to Dionosio, God of wine and mystical delirium.

bacteria extremófila
Extremophile bacteria: are those bacteria and micro-organisms able to withstand and survive in extreme conditions, for
example, in the absence of oxygen, in waters too hot, or supremely acidic waters and the waters of the Red River.

bailabilísimo
Superlative of dance.

bailar con la más fea
This expression applies when corresponds to someone performing a task or make a decision very uncomfortable or
difficult, being obliged to do so.



baile erótico
1. erotic dance, also called sensual dance is a dance in which the dancer will removing the clothing slowly and
sensuously to the rhythm of the music. 2 sexual foreplay in which one of the members of the couple ( the man or woman
) It starts to take off her clothes slowly and sensuously to the rhythm of the music.

bajalenguas
Tongue-lowering is a disposable medical instrument used to lower a patient's tongue (as the name implies) to allow the
medical professional to inspect the mouth and throat to confirm or rule out conditions such as tonsillitis, fari ngitis,
laryngitis or any other.

bajalenguas
Tongue-lowering is a disposable medical instrument used to lower a patient's tongue (as the name implies) to allow the
medical professional to inspect the mouth and throat to confirm or rule out conditions such as tonsillitis, fari ngitis,
laryngitis or any other.

bajar bandera
Make a commercial establishment or a casual seller the first sale of the day.

bajarse del bus
Get off the bus: ( 41 colloquial expression; A person to pay money owed to another. This expression has its origin in the
fact that for many years in Colombia passengers who were transported in buses and in the so-called " " chivas, paid the
value of the ticket at the time of get off of these vehicles.

bajista
Bassist: Person that he plays the bass.

bajito
Short: Diminutive of bass.

bajo en azúcar
A food that is low in sugar is one that contains a low concentration of sugar.

bajo en sal
A food low in salt is one that has a low concentration of salt.

bajón
Drop: ( m.  ) Significant decrease of something.

bajón
Drop: ( m.  ) Sudden decrease in the intensity of the current in an electric circuit.

balada
Ballad: ( s. f.  ) Musical composition of romantic genre ( usually treats themes love ).



baladista
A crooner is a singer of ballads.

balancearse
Move a person in rhythmic from one side to another.

balboa
Balboa.   1- It is a surname of Spanish origin.   2- It is the name of the monetary unit of Panama. 

balconazo
Balconazo (masculine noun).    1- Speech delivered by a personality from a balcony, especially the one delivered by the
President of the Republic from the balcony of the presidential palace.   2- .  Shock or blow that something or someone
gives against a balcony. 

baldados
Hobbled (Plural of baldado).  Quantity of water, other liquids or which another thing that is contained or may be in a
bucket.

baldomero
Baldomero is a male proper name of Spanish origin.  It could have given rise to the male proper name Homer.

ballesta
Ancient weapon which was used to shoot arrows or lumps.

balompédico
Footballing or balompédica: ( adj.  ) Football or sport-related: footballing event, balompédica end.

balompié
Football: Soccer m.; in English football, which translates to " foot and ball ".

balonazo
1- Hit with a ball.   2- In football, ball shooting.

balotera
A balotera is an electronic or mechanical machine inside which the ballots are arranged. 

baloto
In Colombia, Baloto is the name of a lottery whose draw is held online, and which as a main feature, offers an initial
accumulated of two billion pesos ( $ 2 . 000 . 000 . 000 ) that increases in each draw if there is no winner. 

balserito cubano
The child Elián González, known as the " 34 Cuban balserito; became famous for having been a protagonist in 1999 in a
case of illegal emigration to the United States. UU. a rafting adventure in which his mother, Elizabeth Brotons, following



the shipwreck of the mentioned boat died. The little Elian was saved because it miraculously floated on a medium paste.

balsero
Rafter, ra: adj.  A person who browses in a raft. Applies especially to Cubans trying to escape their country through the
sea in a raft to get to the United States of America.

bambino
Bambino, na: ( 41 Italian vocals; Child, baby, chiquillo.

bambolla
Boast: f. excessive ostentation that does not correspond to reality.

bamboo
Bamboo , is an English word that translates into Spanish : bamboo .  It is the name of a grassy plant native to India,
hollow stem, woody, flexible and resistant. 

banal
Banal: ( adj.  )  Gallicism insubstantial, trivial.

banana
A banana is a banana, also known as banana.

banana split
Ice cream usually flavoured with vanilla, strawberry or rum raisin, which is served accompanied by a banana.

bananas
The banana group, is a Colombian musical group that primarily performs merengue and Colombian tropical music.

banano split
A split banana, also called a banana split, is an ice cream flavored with vanilla, strawberry or rum with raisins, which is
served accompanied by a banana. 

banca comercial
Commercial banking: Banking financial intermediation. Financial intermediation is an own and exclusive activities of
entities supervised by the Superintendency financial, which includes corporations credit and national insurance and
finance institutions Besides banks.

bancada
Bench: ( f.  ) Group of legislators that belong to a same party political.

bancarizar
Unbanked: ( vb.  ) Cause a person or an entity, make use of any banking service or link as a customer to a bank.
Bonding can be through a savings account, a credit card, opening a CDT or any other service.



banco continental
A continental bank is that bank that has offices in different countries of a continent, or even, in countries of different
continents.  For example the Citibank (formerly called International Bank) which has offices in more than 140 of the
world.

banco de órganos
It is an establishment or medical laboratory where are stored and preserved human organs and tissues from donors
people, and which are then transplanted into patients requiring them, by means of surgical procedimiemientos.

banco de sangre
A Bank of blood is a laboratory medical charge of receive, process and store all the blood that is extracted from people
donor, and that then will be used in patients that it require, through a procedure called transfusion blood.

banco de semen
Medical establishment where they are stored and preserved samples of semen ( donor or not donor ). This sperm will be
kept frozen in order to be used in future treatments of assisted reproduction ( 41 artificial insemination;

bandeira
Bandeira: f. Portuguese word that referred to each of the expeditions that were dedicated to capturing natives to sell as
slaves ( 16th century ). Their raids had as a backdrop the Brazilian coast.

bandeja paisa
It is a typical dish of the region paisa in the departments of Antioquia, Caldas and Risaralda in Colombia. This meal
consists of rice, pork chop, chorizo, fried egg, fried plantain, black 40 grains; beans ) and fried yuquita, all of this is
served in a medium pan.

banderazo
Checkered flag: ( m.  ) Signal that is made with a flag, and especially making the judge or arbitrator, which indicates the
beginning of a game or match in some sports competitions.

banderillero
Banderillero ( 41 ra;: bullfighting, is the qualified person to place the boundary flags the bulls.

bank
Bank, is an English word which in Spanish translates: Bank.

banquear
Banquear: Link a company or a person to a Bank taking any of the services it provides: savings account, current, C.D.T.,
etc. This word was coined recently by Banco de Bogotá in their advertising campaigns, in order to attract customers.

banqueño
Banqueño (and banqueña).    Person born in the municipality of El Banco, department of Magdalena in Colombia. 

banquero



Banker, ra: 1 - a Bank Executive. 2. a bank shareholder. 3. the owner of a bank.

banquero
Banker, ra: person who is engaged in the manufacture of benches, benches and stools.

banquetazo
Banquetazo: ( s. m.  )  Given with a sidewalk slam.

banquetazo
A banquetazo is a great feast, where there is abundant and delicious food.

bañez
Bañez is a surname of unknown origin.  It can be found in Argentina, and may have been derived from the
Spanish-origin surname Ibanez. 

bañistas
Bathers: (Plural ) People who go to a beach, a swimming pool or on the banks of a river for a swim.

baño árabe
Arabic bath, also called Hammam is a steam bath which is taken in a cabin for sweating abundantly and as relaxation
therapy.

baño de maría
Referred to as water bath to a cooking technique that consists of placing a pan of water on the fire and other receptacle
containing an ingredient prepared or seasoned, so that in this way that ingredient to cook without coming into contact
with the water boiling in the pot is placed on the inside of the pan.

baño de oro
A gold-plating is a technique that consists of applying a layer of gold over the entire surface of another metal, by
chemical or electrochemical process.

baqueano
Local, na: Jesus said is knowledgeable person of a territory and its roads, trails, etc.

baranoero
Person born in the municipality of Baranoa, in the department of Atlantic in Colombia.

baratieri
Baratieri, is an adjective used in popular jargon, meaning cheap, which costs little money.

baratillo
A baratillo is a commercial premises in which items of little value are sold. 



barbarazo
It is the name of a song performed by the merengue-Wilfrido Vargas.

barbie
Barbie ( pronounce barby ) it is a doll manufactured by the toy company Mattel Inc., based in United States of America.
It is characterized for being a long and slim wrist.

barbudo
Man who has a lot of beard. 

bareto
In low-world jargon, a bareto is a marijuana cigarette. 

barichara
Barichara is the name of a municipality in Colombia located in the department of Santander.  It has a population of
approximately 8 . 000 inhabitants.

barra brava
In football, a " brava bar " It is an organized group of fans of a particular team, usually dedicated to committing acts of
vandalism and attacks against fans of other teams and all who are in its path, before or after a football match.

barra diagonal
Diagonal bar, also called bar oblique or " slash " in English, is a sign of score that draws top to bottom and from right to
left ( /  ). The diagonal bar along with the arroba ( @ ) and the line to the floor ( _ ) they are very useful especially on the
Internet.

barrancabermeja
Barrancabermeja is a city of Colombia in the Department of Santander and on the banks of the Magdalena river.
Population: 190,000 inhabitants aprox.

barranqueño
Barrancos, ( na ) It is the adjective for people born in the municipality of Barrancabermeja, Department of Santander in
Colombia.

barranquero
Barranquero ( and barranquera ) .   Person born in the municipality of Barrancas, in the department of La Guajira in
Colombia. 

barrejobo
In the colloquial language, known as barrejobo to the process in which you do a sweep to arrange or sort something. For
example, when a company she says goodbye to a group of employees who are not paying enough, are doing things
wrong or have become conflicting, it is said that " there was a barrejobo ".

barretón



Barreton: ( 41 masculine noun; An instrument consisting of a wooden handle and a palette of iron, which is used to dig
holes.

barrientos
Barrientos is a surname of Spanish origin.

barriga de trapo
The "rag belly" is a costume of the Barranquilla carnival.  It originated in a jocular event in which a girl placed pieces of
rag and cloth on her abdomen to appear pregnant and thus retain her sentimental partner, who had announced his
intention to end the relationship. 

barrio rojo
1- In Spain a red light district, also called in other countries Chinatown is an area of a city where prostitution and other
businesses related to the sex industry are concentrated.   2- In Amsterdam (Holland) The Red Light District is (or was)
the most famous prostitution area in that country, and even, in the world. 

barriosnuevos
Barriosnuevos is a surname of Spanish origin.

barrista
Barrista: ( m. and f.  ) In football, a person making a bar or from a barra brava part.

barros
Barros: Plural of mud. The MUDs are the pimples or blackheads that appear in some parts of the body, especially on the
face.

bart
Bart Simpson, a fictional character in the cartoon series The Simpsons, is a ten-year-old, strange-looking, sometimes
rude and irreverent. 

bartolo
Bartolo : 1- Unusual male proper name .    2- Apocope of Bartholomew, this in turn is a biblical name derived from the
word "bartolmai" meaning : son of Tolomeo .

basketball
Basketball, in Spanish basketball, is a sport in which two teams consist of five players each, faced by circulating a ball
with the hands, with the intention of introducing it in a basket or basket which is located about three meters from the
floor.

basquetbolista
Basketball player: (adj.  ) Player or basketball, also known as a basketball player.

basquetbolista
Basketball player: (adj.  ) Player or basketball, also known as a basketball player.



bastonazo
Blow given with a cane . 

basuco
Referred to as basuco or bazuco hallucinogenic low-cost, similar to the crack, drug made with waste from cocaine and
marijuana; processing of used sulfuric acid and kerosene. It is often mixed with chloroform, ether and sometimes clay,
among other substances. This mixture " explosive " and highly addictive it can lead to madness to the regular consumer.

basuriego
Basuriego (and basuriega).    Person who searches and rummages through the garbage various products such as
cardboard, plastic, paper, etc.  to take advantage of them through their subsequent sale.  Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be recycler, and in Argentina it receives the denomination of ciruja 

batacazo
Bump: m. blow strong and with DIN that any person gives when it falls.

batalla campal
Battle Royale: 1 - battle between two enemy armies, in open field. 2 brawl or widespread dispute: "What began as a
friendly soccer game, became finally a Battle Royale ".

batalla de flores
The battle of flowers is the main parade of the Carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia. This event, which takes place on the
Saturday of Carnival starts to the popular party. This parade is known by that name because initially, the Queen of the
Carnival and the different popular Queens, as they paraded threw flowers to the audience, this in turn did the same,
what turned the parade into a true " 34 battle; of flowers.

batallar
1- Fight, contend .    2- Fight life. 

batavia
Batavia: Name given by the Romans to the region of Northern Europe located near the mouth of the river Rhine and
inhabited by the Batavians

batazo de cuatro esquinas
In baseball, a bat's four corners is the blow given by the batsman to the ball, which leads to what is known as a home
run ( 41 home run; The bat is so accurate, strong and forceful that the ball goes to the stairs and can even exit the
stadium, allowing batsman and his companions that at that time are in the bases, they manage to score runs without the
risk of being placed " out ".

baterista
Drummer: ( m. and f.  ) A person who plays drums in a band.

batimóvil
The Batmobile is a convertible automobile type sedan, used by Batman and Robin to move by Gotham City and its
metropolitan area. The Batmobile was equipped with communication equipment, luxury and double traction wheels.



batir el récord
Exceed a record or record, especially with regard to sport.

batisfera
Bathysphere: f. artifact used to carry out underwater exploration at great depth. It was designed in 1931 by W. Beebe, it
consists of a steel sphere suspended in the water by means of a cable and windows of quartz for the observation from
the inside. A line allowed his crew communication with the ship that accompanied it. It has been replaced by the
Bathyscaphe.

bauhaus
Bauhaus: (The House's construction )  Teaching of architecture and applied arts centre founded in Weimar by German
architect Walter Gropius, in 1919. For political reasons he moved in 1925 to Dessau, and Hitler closed it in 1933,
participated in this Academy such illustrious artists as Kandinsky and Klee, Schlemmer. Its mission was to renew the
architecture and all its forms.

bautista
1- Baptizer.    St. John the Baptist was a Jewish preacher, most famous for having had the privilege of baptizing Jesus
of Nazareth in the Jordan River.  Before that event, the Baptist had announced the arrival of the Redeemer, specifically
saying "that after him would come another who would not only baptize with water, but also with the Holy Spirit", in clear
allusion to Jesus. 

bayaceto
Bayezid 1 ° ( 1347 - 1403 ). It was sultan of Turkey. He came to power in 1389. Beat the Christians in Nicopolis, and
succeeded in annexing part of Bulgaria and Macedonia, Serbia. He was finally defeated by Tamerlane.

bazooka
Bazooka, in Spanish, Bazooka: f. (Mil. ) American portable launchers used since the second world war in the anti-tank
gun fight. Shoot a projectile of hollow and self-powered, load that gets its boost from an electric spark. It is powered by
two men, on the shoulder of one of which rests the weapon to fire.

bátavos
Batavians: (PL ) Germanic people inhabiting the region of the lower course of the Rhine, the Waal and the Meuse. It was
conquered by the Romans and later absorbed by the Franks in the Merovingian era

bávaro
Bavaro, ( 41 ra;: 1 - person born in Bavaria. 2. belonging to this region of Germany.

be de burro
The be de burro (b), also called be larga or be alta is the second letter of the Spanish alphabet; It is a bilabial and voiced
consonant. 

beatriz de portugal
Daughter of Fernando of Portugal ( m. towards 1410 ). She married Juan I of Castile, who claimed the Portuguese
Crown on the death of Fernando.



bebecito
Little baby, ta: diminutive of baby. Newborn, days, weeks or months. Little boy. Tiny.

bebedizo
Drink with poison.

bebedizo
Drink with poison.

bebeta
In Colombia, in the colloquial language, a verbeta is a parranda or feast where there is high consumption of alcoholic
beverages.

bebé
Baby: ( m.  ) Child newly born or few months and still not walking.

bebé de pecho
A baby's chest is the one that is fed only breast milk for her young age.

bebé probeta
Until a few years ago, babies conceived by in vitro fertilization were given the name of test tube babies (F.  I .  V .  ) That
name has its origin in the fact that the glass tube or cylinder used in laboratories for the conservation of oocytes and
spermatozoa is called a "specimen". 

bebida cola
A cola is a soda drink flavored with candy red, and that is usually prepared by adding a small dose of caffeine.
Best-known beverage queues include the Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola.

bebida de cola
A cola, also known as black-tailed drink is a drink flavored soda with red candy, with a small addition of caffeine.  Some
of its main ingredients are: sugar, oil, cinnamon, vanilla, dyes, among others. Between them drinks of tail, them more
known are the Coca Cola, Pepsi Cola and Frescola.

beduino
Bedouin and Bedouin: ( m. and f.  ) It said are of nomadic Arabs, who live in North Africa, Egypt, Syria, and Arabia.

beeper
Beeper: ( pronounce biper ) English word which means in Spanish: pager, pagers.

beer
Beer: English word which in Spanish translates: beer.

beige



Beige: Word of French origin that has been adapted to the Spanish as " beis " and that means light-brown color, cream
or brown clear.

beis
Beis : Spanish form of the French word beige, which refers to light brown or light brown.

bejuco
Bejuco: m. name of various tropical plants, whose stems are used for all sorts of ligatures and ropes, fabrics, furniture
and walking sticks.

bel
Bel: m.   (FIS.  ) 1 unit of sound intensity. If a sound is 10 times more potent than another of the same frequency, the
difference in their levels of intensity is worth 1 bel. In practice the name of Bel-decibel.2 is used in the international
nomenclature.

bel canto
It is an expression of Italian origin, which was designated the set of technical and expressive means that the Italian
singers of the 17TH and 18th centuries developed.   With them was the expressive beauty through the quality of the
sound, unlike declamatorias formulas of the nineteenth century.

belcebú
Beelzebub: Name in the New Testament is giving false gods Prince or Prince of the demons.

belén
Bethlehem is the name of a small town in Palestine where Jesus was born.  It should be clarified that Jesus was born in
Bethlehem, but spent most of his life in the city of Nazareth, that is why Jesus is known as Jesus of Nazareth and not as
Jesus of Bethlehem. 

belgrado
Belgrade (Beograd in Serbian), is the name of the capital of Serbia, a country in southeastern Europe.  It has an
approximate population of 2. 000 . 000 inhabitants . 

belicosos
Belligerents, who are on war footing, combat-prone: 'These gang members are warriors '.

belicosos
Belligerents, who are on war footing, combat-prone: 'These gang members are warriors '.

belkis
Belkis: 1 - female name of Hebrew origin; It is very expressive, emotive and natural.  2. name of the legendary Queen of
Sheba went to visit King Solomon.

belkis concepción
Belkis Concepcion: Director of the Dominican musical group Las Chicas del Can, merenguera musical group integrated



by women, which was only founded and sponsored by singer and trumpeter Wilfrido Vargas, back in the 80's.

belkis concepción
Belkis Concepcion: Director of the Dominican musical group Las Chicas del Can, merenguera musical group integrated
by women, which was only founded and sponsored by singer and trumpeter Wilfrido Vargas, back in the Decade of the
80s.

bellaco
Bellaco, is an adjective that has several synonyms, some of them are: Rogue, evil, muergano, perverse, ruffian, vile.

bellaquería
Beauty : ( s .   F.  ) Action typical of a bellaco. 

bellisimo
beautiful is incorrectly written, and should be written as "beautiful" being its meaning:<br>Superlative of bello.

belly blouse
English expression which in Spanish translates: ombliguera blouse.

bembé
Bembé: m. In Puerto Rico and other countries in Central and South America they call him thus a Festival or feast.
Synonyms: I celebration, crowd.

benedicto
Benedict is a masculine given name of Latin origin. 

berengena
Aubergine is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Eggplant" being its meaning:<br>Eggplant: f. 1 - purple
flowers cultivated plant.  2 Fruit edible of this plant, elongated, slightly bitter flavor and purple on the outside and whitish
inside.

berenjenal
Berenjenal: (s.  m.  ) 1 - planted land of Eggplant.   2 tangle, embrollo, mess.

berlinave
In Colombia, "berlinave", is the name given to a bus or bus of the company Berlinas del Fonce, which has some
amenities on board such as air conditioning, Internet, TV, tevecable, etc.  NOTE: A oidos del equipo de trabajo de www .
meaningof . org, this word I defined and sent a few months ago, and it was on the page for some time, but then it
disappeared from it. 

bermeo
The town of Bermeo, is a town of Spain in the province of Biscay, on the shores of the Cantabrian Sea.  Population: 18.
000 inhabitants approximately.



berraca
A female boar, is an entrepreneurial, intelligent, woman who acts with integrity, firmly.

berraco
Boar (ca), is an adjective that applies to a person who is strong, who held firm in the face of adversity.

berraquera
In the colloquial language, " 34 berraquero; It is wholeness, i.e. the quality of a person facing a problem or difficulty with
serenity, strength and firmness.

berrinche
Tantrum.    ( masculine noun ) 1- Bulla , algarabía , tropelín .    2- In Cuba, unpleasant smell that the goats give off. 

berriondo
Berreondo: adj.    ( colloquial ) Muergano, pizzle.

berroche
Berroche, is used as synonymous with relax, clutter, fuss, bore, algarabía. 

bertiginoso
The person who sent the Word made a mistake in writing. It is dizzying. Definition: 1 - produced by vertigo: dizzying fall.
2 - It moves very fast, at full speed.

beso brusco
1. Sudden Kiss, also called traumatic Kiss: is the kiss that occurs with some degree of violence or force to such an
extent that it can lacerate the lips or the area where it is headed. The sudden kiss is more common among couples
masochists.

beso perfecto
A kiss perfect is that kiss that not is sudden or traumatic. A kiss between husband and wife, boyfriend and girlfriend, or
between lovers, it is the passionate kiss.

bestia
Beast: f. 1 - four-legged Animal. It applies especially to donkey, donkey, horse, mule, mule, mare. 2 person rude, rude,
violent, rude.

bestialidad
Bestiality: f. 1 - lot. 2 brutality, donkey, animalada.

besuquear
Kissing : ( v .  ) Give someone many short kisses repetitively and insistently

beta



Beta ( betamax ) was one of the first systems or formats for recording and playback of video. After the beta appeared
the VHS.

beta
Beta: Apocope of betamax.

beta
Beta: ( f.  ) Second letter of the alphabet Greek.

betamax
The betamax was one of the first systems or recording and playback of video formats. The betamax was replaced by
VHS, this in turn was replaced by the DVD.

betis
Real Betis, also known as Real Betis Balompié is a football team based in Seville, Spain. It was founded in September
of 1908.

betsabé
Bathsheba: Mother of Solomon. King David made for marrying her, killing her husband, Urias.

betulia
1- Betulia, is a feminine given name of Spanish origin.    2- San Juan de Betulia, is the name of a municipality of
Colombia, located in the department of Sucre, ten minutes from Corozal. 

betuliano
Betullian (and Betulian).    Person born in the municipality of San Juan de Betulia in the department of Sucre, in
Colombia. 

bértale
This word is widely used in Venezuela, especially in Zulia State, denotes distress or discomfort.

bibelot
Bibelot: m. Gallicism doll, doll, figurine, toy, etc.

bibliófilo
A person who is fond of books.

bic
B .  I .  C .  , was the acronym of Banco Industrial Colombiano, which merged with Bancolombia some years ago. 

bicarbonato de sosa
Baking soda: baking soda, also called sodium bicarbonate is.



bichito
Bug: Name in Puerto Rico who give you a year. In Colombia he says " 34 bug; the year of the woman.

bichos colorados
It is the nickname by which the members of the Argentinos Juniors football team from Buenos Aires (Argentina) are
known. 

bichota
Bichota : It is the nickname with which the Colombian singer Karol G has been known lately. 

bici
Bike: Bike Apocope.

bicicarril
In a way, the cyclovia, also known as established, bikeway, bicycle path, is a lane designed for exclusive transit of
bicycles.

bicicletazo
Bicicletazo: (s.  m.  ) Once as with a bicycle.

bicicoche
Bicicoche: m. bike that has been right with three wheels and a trailer or trailer, used in some areas of Colombia to
transport people over short distances. Synonyms: rickshaw, carricoche.

bicicochero
Bicicochero ( and 41 bicicochera;  : Person who leads a bicicoche, also known as rickshaw.

bicicrosista
Bicicrosista: ( adj.   ) A person who practices the BMX.

bicicross
The BMX is a form of cycling that is travel a circuit full of obstacles, aboard a bike and rest your feet on the ground.

bicipatrullero
Bicipatrullero: Agent of police who patrol on bike.

bicitaxi
Rickshaw: m. In Colombia, bike that has been right with three wheels and a minitrailer with a tent to protect from the
Sun, which is used to transport passengers. Synonym: Carricoche.

bicitaxi
A rickshaw is a bike that has been right with three wheels and a minitrailer with a tent to protect from the Sun, which is
used to transport passengers.



bicitaxista
Bicitaxista: A person driving a rickshaw.

biciusuario
A biciusuario is a person who travels on a bicycle by an established.

bidet
Bidet: m. resembling a basin bathroom Cabinet, fitted with a special hose to a faucet and a small shower, which is used
for female intimate hygiene.

bienestarina
The bienestarina is a food consisting of a mixture of flours and starches from cereal ( wheat, ) soy and powdered milk,
flour with different vitamins and minerals. In Colombia, this food is delivered free of charge by the Colombian Institute of
family welfare ( I.C.B.F.  ) for the consumption of children in conditions of vulnerability or whose parents are of very
limited financial resources.

bife chorizo
The "bife chorizo" is a piece of roast beef.  It is, usually a piece of thin loin or wide loin for being the softest pieces of the
meat of this animal. 

bikini
Bikini: m. female sensual inner garment consisting of two parts, and that generally women used for swimming or bathing
on the beach.

bilé
Bile: In Mexico, lipstick. Synonym: lipstick.

billetazo
A punch is a considerable amount of money.

billetico
Atraction: 1 - diminutive of ticket.   2. small or medium amount of money.

billetón
Billeton: (m.  ) 1 - augmentative of ticket.   2. a large amount of money.   3. high denomincion ticket.

billo
Billo Frómeta was a Dominican musician and composer, whose first name was Luis María Frómeta Pereira.  He is best
remembered for being the founder of the Billo's Caracas Boys orchestra in Venezuela.  2- Billo, in popular slang is the
apocope of bill, which means banknote, money.

billonario
Billionaire : ( adj .  ) 1- Person who owns a billion euros or more .   2- Person who possesses a billion dorles or more.  
3- Person who possesses a billion pesos or more.    4- Person who owns a billion Sovereign Bolivars or more.  In other



words, person who owns a trillion monetary units or more, or who is very rich.

billullo
It is a popular slang term, it means ticket, money.  In Venezuela it is equivalent to bowling, copper, riyals; in Mexico's
Lana.

billuyo
In the colloquial language says you billuyo money.

bimoto
bimoto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "twin" being its meaning:<br>Twin-engine: Having two engines. It
applies especially to airplanes.

bimotor
It has two engines; it is said especially of an aircraft. 

bimotor, trimotor
Twin-engine: m. aircraft fitted with two engines. Trimotor: m. aircraft equipped with three engines.

binomio de oro
Binomio de Oro , is the name of a Colombian musical group that performs vallenato music.  The origin of this name is
directly related to the surnames of the founders of the group: Orozco-Romero (ORO). 

binomista
Follower of the musical group El Binomio de Oro .

biodiesel
Biodiesel is a biofuel produced from animal fats and vegetable oils. Biodiesel can be used in explosion and internal
combustion engines previously adapted to use this biofuel.

bioeticista
A bioethicist is a professional specialist in bioethics. 

bioluminiscencia
Bioluminescence: f. Greek " 34 bios; that means " live " and Latin " 34 lumen; that means " light " is producing light of
certain living organisms such as fish, fungi, bacteria, fireflies, etc, that is generated as a result of a chemical reaction, in
which a biochemical substance called luciferin undergoes oxidation which is catalyzed by the enzyme called luciferase.

bioluminiscencia
Bioluminescence: f. Greek " 34 bios; that means " live " and Latin " 34 lumen; that means " light " is producing light of
certain living organisms such as fish, fungi, bacteria, fireflies, etc, that is generated as a result of a chemical reaction, in
which a biochemical substance called luciferin undergoes oxidation which is catalyzed by the enzyme called luciferase.



biomagnetismo
Biomagnetism : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Sensitivity of a living being to a magnetic field .   2- Study of the effect of magnetic fields
on biological systems.

biopsia endometrial
In medicine, an endometrial biopsy is a procedure in which a sample of tissue from the lining of the uterus ( it takes 41
endometrium; to be examined under a microscope, looking for any type of cancer cells.

biotipo
In psychology, it is known as biotype to personality type associated with a certain morphological structure of a person.

biotipo
Biotype: ( In biology )  Animal or plant, by the perfection of its characters, can be considered as a representative type or
model of their species, variety or breed.

bisbisear
Bisbisear: vb. : Talk between teeth, talk with is vocals.

biscocho
Cake or sponge cake: m. baked bread made with flour, eggs and sugar. 2. In Colombia, pretty woman and voluptuous
body: "That cake!  "

biscochuelo
Cakes or cake mix: m. Baba.

bistec
A steak is a piece of soft flesh, of low thickness, which is seasoned and fried with onions, tomatoes and other
ingredients.

bistec a caballo
Steak on horseback is a preparation consisting of a piece of lightly fried meat with onion and tomato, served with two
fried eggs and which can accompany with boiled cassava, plantain or French fries.

bivalente
Bivalent: adj.   ( Quim.  ) It said are elements whose valencia is equal to two. Called also Divalent.

bixente
Bixente , is a masculine given name that is believed to be of French origin and that in Spanish is equivalent to Vicente. 

bizcochito
Bizcochito: m. 1 - diminutive of Baba. 2. it tells bizcochito curves and body and a pretty woman and voluptuous.

bizcocho



Cake: m. sponge cake made with flour, eggs and sugar are baking in the oven.

bizcochuelo
Sponge cake: m. sponge cake made with flour, eggs and sugar are baking in the oven.

bla bla blu
Bla Bla Blu is the name of an opinion program that airs on the Blu radio station in Colombia. 

bla, bla, bla
Applies to a person who speaks a lot and does not, which promises many things and does not meet, or who says that he
will do this and the other and at the end does nothing.

blacho
Blacho: Affectionate treatment for male names Blaise and Vladimir.

black
Black: English word which translates in Spanish: black.

black cod
It is an English expression that in Spanish translates : black cod .

blanca
White: name own feminine.

blandito
Diminutive of soft.

blanqueada
In soccer, referred to as bleached to the landslide in which the losing team fails to score a single goal.

blanqueo de dinero
Legalization of illicit money.

blanquita
Diminutive of white, female name.

blastocerus
Blastocerus: m.   ( zool.  )  A genus of mammals from the deer, of smaller size than the common deer, very forked
horns. They are typical of the Pampas.

blastocisto
Blastocyst: m. germinative vesicle.



blástula
Blastula: f. (Biol.  )  Phase of development of the embryo that forms a hollow sphere consisting of a single layer of cells.

blog
A blog is a website in which one or several people write or make comments and publications around a particular topic.

bloguero
Blogger, ( 41 ra;: person who writes in a blog.

bloquero
Block: A block factory owner, in this case refers to concrete blocks.

blu
Blu, is the name of a radio network of Colombia, specializing in news.

blue
Blue: ( pronounce blu ) Word English that in Spanish is translated: blue.

blue jean
Blue Jean or bluejean, in some regions write it bluyin. English expression meaning Blue Jean.   (You should not say " 34
blue jean blue; is redundancy ).

blue-jean
English expression that has been adapted to the Spanish as " 34 bluyin;. 1 Overalls or blue jeans. 2 Jean made with a
type of so-called fine fabric " denim " blue.

blusa ombliguera
Blouse short and tight to the body, which lets see the navel of the woman.

bluyín
Bluyin: ( s. m.  ) Form castellanizada from the English expression blue jean which means blue pants ( 41 blue jean; A
bluyin ( jean ) It is a type of pants that a start was made with a very resistant fabric called denim. The bluyin was
originally used as a piece of work, especially miners and workers, at that time was a slightly rustic garment which was
also called coverall. Currently, the bluyin is made with a cotton fabric suffers but fine called denim, so it is the most
widely used informal garment for men, women, and children.

bluyín stretch
Is a bluyin of female manufactured with a component elastic, what makes that is fit to the body highlighting of this way all
them curves and attributes physical of the woman.   " Stretch " is a term English that translated to the Spanish means:
stretch, stretch it, elasticity. Hence comes the name bluyin stretch.

bobadilla
Bobadilla: Last name of Spanish origin. It is very common in Peru and other South American countries.



bobadita
Bobadita: f. diminutive of rubbish.

boberías
Sillies.    ( Plural of bobry )    Insignificant thing, of little importance. 

boca grande
Boca grande is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bocagrande" being its meaning:<br>It is the name of a
neighborhood, tucked away in an exclusive area in the city of Cartagena, Colombia.

bocachica
Bocachica is the name of a village located in the Caribbean Sea, near the city of Cartagena, Colombia

bocachico
"Bocachico" is a fresh water fish, of medium size, whose meat is very popular on the coasts of Colombia and other
regions.

bocadito
Snack: m. small amount of food, smaller than a snack consumed only once.

bocagrande
Bocagrande is the name of a beach near the city of Cartagena, Colombia.

bocatoma
Intake: f. hydraulic structure designed to capture water from a river, a stream, a Lake, a canal, etc.; that is then used for
a specific purpose. For example: 1 - the supply of drinking water for the community. 2. To generate electric power. 3. In
aquaculture. 4. For the cooling of industrial installations.

bocatto di cardinale
Expression of Italian origin which refers to something that is extremely delicious, very good, spectacular.

boche
Boche: Derogatory term with which the French called the Germans during the first world war.

bochinchero
Obnoxious, ( 41 ra;: person who is very given to transporting and gossip.

bocinazo
Honk: Once as a horn.

bodegazo
The large sale of winery, sometimes called "bodegazo" is an event in which a commercial establishment makes
available to the public at low prices the totality of the merchandise available in the winery.



body
Body : 1- English word which in Spanish translates : body .    2- Women's undergarment that covers the trunk and is
fastened by the crotch region.

body scan
English expression which in Spanish translates: body scan. It is a procedure used by the police in different airports,
consisting in a picture of the body of a person with a scanner, to rule out or confirm the presence of strange or
suspicious objects under their clothes.

body splash
It is an English expression that in Spanish translates : spatter of the body.  Precisely, by this translation, in Spanish it is
given the name "body splash" to a scented lotion that is sprayed or splashed on the body and that gives a feeling of
freshness and leaves a pleasant aroma in the person who wears it applied.

boeing
The Boeing 747 is a commercial airliner manufactured by the American multinational company The Boeing Company. 

boeing 747
The Boeing 747, also known as "Jumbo", is a large aircraft that is used for the transport of passengers and goods. 

bofetones
Slapping that occur with force.

bogotazo
It is known as El Bogotazo to the revolt starring a large number of people in Bogota, Colombia, on April 9, 1948, as a
result of the assassination of Colombian politician Jorge Eliécer Gaitán. 

bogotá 24 horas
It has been given the name of "Bogotá 24 Horas" to that commercial initiative authorized and led by the Mayor of the city
of Bogotá, in which the trade of this city will not close the doors to the public during the 24 hours of a specific day or to
be determined. 

boiler
A boiler, or better boiler, is a water heater.

bola de candela
The candela ball is a traditional cultural activity of the Colombian Caribbean Coast, typical of some patron saint
festivities in some municipalities.  In this game a rag ball is made, sprayed with some fuel like gas or ACPM, it is lit by
fire, and with it on, a group of people starts kicking it and throwing it back and forth, which sometimes becomes a
dangerous game.

boldenona
Boldenone is a substance derived from testosterone, which is supplied to cattle and horses, and which serves primarily
to improve muscle mass and weight of these and other quadrupedals.



bolerista
Person who sings or composes boleros. 

boletear
Boletear: ( colloquial ) Shame, ridicule, pass sentence someone.

boletearse
Boletearse: In the colloquial language in Colombia, means perform, displayed in public flaunting of something knowing
that should be reserved for some reason. Example: "Eduardo is boleteando in the neighborhood with its neighbor, and
his wife can find ".

boletus
Boletus: m. name given to a genus of mushrooms, mostly.

bolichera
1- Woman who practices bowling or bowling, either professionally or as an aficio.   2- Woman who manages or owns a
bowling alley.

boliqueso
The boliquesos are a few pellets of flour or corn, cheese-flavored.

bolitazo
In Colombia, a "bolitazo" is a stroke of luck that someone gets it right with the number of the ball, which is a game of
chance like lottery.

bolitera
A bolitera is a seller of chance. The name originated because in Barranquilla and Santa Marta, Colombia, the game of
chance is known popularly as " 34 ball;.

bolívar fuerte
The strong bolivar ( previously known only as bolivar ) It is the current name of the monetary unit of Venezuela. 
Abbreviated Bs. (F).  and gives it to you, the common name of " 34 bolus;

bolívar soberano
The sovereign bolivar is the current currency of Venezuela.  Until 1843 the name of this currency was "real", later called
bolivar (in colloquial language bolus) and later, until recently called "Bolívar fuerte".

bollera
Bollera: ( adj.  )  Woman that prepares and sells buns.

bollettino
Bollettino: Italian word which in Spanish translates: newsletter.



bollito
In Colombia, a bollito is a pretty woman, an outfit.

bollón
In Barranquilla and Santa Marta, Colombia, a stud or bollona is a vain and smug person.

bolo
Bolo, in Venezuela, is the name given in popular jargon to the bolivar, the strong bolivar and the sovereign bolivar, which
are the names with which the monetary unit of that country has been known in recent years.

bololó
Bololo: m. colloquial term used in the Colombian Caribbean coast, and that really means: riot, guachafita, bulla.

bolos
Bowling: Plural of bolo.  The bolus is the common name given in Venezuela to the Bolivar, which is the currency of that
country.

bolson
A Baggins can be a bag or a large bag.

bom bom
A bom bom, or best hottie, and diminutive pie is a pretty woman, lines and dramatic curves.

bomba molotov
Molotov: f. also called Molotov cocktail, is a low power, home-made explosive, is fitted with gasoline-filled bottle is a
mecha, usually used in popular uprisings in which protesters try to disrupt order.

bombay
Bombay is a city in India, capital of the state of Maharastra; has a population of approximately 14. 000 . 000 inhabitants. 

bombazo
In the colloquial language a " hit " It is a new pump.

bombazo
Bombshell: ( m.  ) DIN which produces a bomb exploding.

bombera
Firefighter: Woman who is in charge of fueling at service stations or service stations.

bombera
A firefighter is a woman who is nursing to fighting fires and provide assistance in cases of accidents, accidents or
catastrophes.



bomberito
Hector " The 34 Bomberito; Zarzuela, famous trumpeter who became part of the Fania All Stars, beside its director
Urinator Pacheco.

bombero
A firefighter is a man who is trained and qualified to put out fires and provide assistance in cases of accidents, accidents
and disasters.

bombero
Fireman, ra: ( adj.  ) At a gas station, charge ( it gives ) provide fuel to vehicles.

bomberos
Fire brigade: Plural of fireman. A firefighter is a man who is ex officio to put out fires and provide assistance in cases of
accidents, accidents and disasters.

bomberos
Fire brigade: Plural of fireman. A firefighter is a man who is ex officio to put out fires and provide assistance in cases of
accidents, accidents and disasters.

bombilla
Bulb: f. glass globe with a filament inside that the passage of an electric current, is incandescent and lights up.

bomboncito
A pie is a pretty woman, an outfit, a woman of lines and dramatic curves.

bombonera
Candy: (s.  (f).  ) 1 - box or container of glass, ceramic, etc.  which serves to store chocolates.   2 name given to the
stadium located in the city of Buenos Aires, Argentina, where regularly plays Boca Juniors team.

bonaverense
Bonaverense, is the name of persons born in the municipality of Buenaventura, Department of Valle del Cauca, in
Colombia. As this city a port, sometimes also used the adjective of Buenos Aires.

bonche
Bunch: ( m.  ) Revolution, crowd, guachafita.

bongocero
bongocero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "bongosero" being its meaning:<br>Bongosero: ( m. and f.  ) 
A musician who plays the bongos in a musical ensemble.

bonguero
bonguero is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bongosero" being its meaning:<br>Bonguero is incorrectly
written, correct writing is " 34 bongosero.  The bongosero is the musician who plays the bongos in a musical group. The
bongo is specially used in the musical groups that interpret the musical rhythm known as " 34 sauce;



boñiga
Cow dung: (s.  (f).  ) Some animals, especially of cattle and goat droppings.  Synonym: Moniga

boom
Boom: English word meaning in Spanish: boom.

boquense
Boca Juniors: person born in the neighborhood of the mouth, in Buenos Aires ( Argentina ).

boquiabierto
Speechless, ta: ( adj.  ) 1-person who gets stupefied or dazed looking at something. 2. a person who stays with his open
mouth to cause a surprise or a wonderful, fantastic or marvellous fact.

borincana
Sacagawea: ( f.  ) Woman born in Borinquen, indigenous name that is known the Republic of Puerto Rico.

borincano
Borincano and Sacagawea: person born in Puerto Rico.

borinquen
Borinquen, Borinken or Borinquen is the name with which it is also known the island of Puerto Rico.

borinqueño
Borinqueño and borinquena: person born in Puerto Rico.

borocalcita
Borocalcita: f. Tetraborate calcium hydrated.

borojó
Borojo is a fruit that is grown in the Department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia. It believes that this fruit has properties
aphrodisiac, by what is very coveted in many regions.

bororó
It is said is a tribe that lives in the central area of the Mato Grosso, in Brazil.

borrachera
Drunkenness: (f.  ) Temporary alteration of the physical and mental abilities due to the excessive consumption of
alcohol.

borrachito
A drunk is a man who is under the influence of liquor.  He says as well, especially when it moves stumbling by a street,
race or Avenue.



borrachón
borrachón is incorrectly written and it should be written as "lush" being its meaning:<br>Lush and borrachina: person
who is addicted to intoxicating drinks.

borrarse el cassette
Said of a person, not remembering anything about an episode or an event, especially after a binge.

borrasco
borrasco is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Storm" being its meaning:<br>Storm: f. atmospheric
disturbance characterized by strong winds and persistent rain, which occurs for low pressures. Synonyms: Storm, storm.

borrico
Donkey: Pollino, small ass.

borriquito
Donkey: Small donkey.

borso
Borso, is the way of pronouncing the word "bag", typical of the inhabitants of some regions of Venezuela. 

bossa nova
Bossa nova is a musical style of Brazilian popular music, derived from the samba and with strong influence of jazz.

bot
A bot (robot Apheresis) is a computer program that is capable of performing specific tasks on the Internet, mimicking a
human behavior.

botador
Botador .    1- That boots, that wastes.    2- In dentistry, a botador is an instrument used to extract teeth and dental
roots. 

botafogo
Botafogo (Botafogo Futebol Clube) is a Brazilian football team, based in the city of Ribeirão Preto. 

botar del trabajo
This expression in colloquial language means: to dismiss from work, that is, to cancalar the employment contract to an
employee. 

botar la pelota
Overrun is or highlight a person in an activity or a particular action. This expression originated because in baseball when
the batter is hitting home run ( 41 home run; the ball usually leaves the field of play and goes to the stands, even, can
get out of the stadium.



botellazo
Blow given with a bottle. 

botinazo
Botinazo: m. blow given with the loot or the boot.

botonadura
A set of buttons on a garment. 

botox
Botox: m.  Also called botulinum or botulinum toxin, is a drug made from a toxin produced by a bacterium called
clostridium botulinum, which is used by injecting it on the face to improve appearance on the lines of expression or
wrinkles that appear in this area; However in some cases can throw adverse to the expected results, especially if the
procedure is performed by an inexperienced person.

botón de pánico
Panic, also known as button alert button is a device that emits a silent signal that alerts to a point or to a unit on an
irregular situation that is occurring at the place of origin of this signal.

boubai
boubai is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bombay" being its meaning:<br>City of the India, capital of the
State of Maharashtra; It rises on the islands of Bombay and Salsette and is washed by the Arabian Sea.

boulevard
Boulevard: Word of French origin, adapted to the Spanish as "Boulevard", is a wide Avenue with a ride Woody in the
Center.

boutique
Boutique: 40 French word; in Spanish is normally pronounced " butik "  ). A boutique is a commercial establishment that
sells fashion clothing and luxury goods.

box
Box: Boxing, Pugilism. In English means: boxing.

boxing
Boxing: English word which in Spanish translates: boxing.

boy
Boy: English word which in Spanish translates: child, boy.

bóxer
Boxer is the name given to a breed of dog of English origin, whose specimens are similar to a bulldog. 



brasier con realce
It is a bra designed and made with a foam inner on every one of the cups, which guarantees a greater enhancement,
and also makes Excel bust.

brasile
Brasile, is the way of pronouncing "Brazil", typical of italians. 

brasileiro
Brasileiro (and brasileira) .    1- Person born in Brazil.    2- From Brazil or related to this South American country.  Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions may be Brazilian 40, ra 41, Brazilian 40, ña 41,  

bravonel
Bravonel is a name of dog.

bravonel
Bravonel is a name of dog.

bravuconada
Bravuconada: 1 - swagger, bravado, valentonada.   2 ferocity, ferocity. 3. anger, anger.

brayan
Brayan is the Castilianized form of the masculine given name of English origin Bryan.  It may have been derived from
the Irish-born masculine given name Brian. 

break the ice
English expression which in Spanish translates: break the ice.

brecha de roldán
Gorge of the central Pyrenees, in the Spanish province of Huesca. According to the legend, it was opened by Roland
with his sword Durandal.

brigadista
Brigadista: ( adj.  )  1 member of a military brigade.  2 person involved as a volunteer or lifeguard squad health, rescue,
etc.

brillante calzado
Shiny shoes, that has luster, glittering.

brillantina
Glitter is a cosmetic substance that is used to fix hair. 

brillar por su ausencia
Do not be someone present where it should be.



brincona
In the colloquial language is told " brincona " the woman who is released, which is hinted to the men.

brincotear
Brincotear: (v.  ) Jump powered by lifting the two feet off the ground, or all four legs if it is an animal.

brincón
Brincón: adj. That much hops.

brochazo
Brush : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Stroke given with a brush .    2 - Sexual practice in which the man rubs the glans of the penis on
the vaginal surface of his sexual companion, without ever penetrating it.

broma pesada
It is a sick joke that it is annoying, unpleasant or annoying for the person who is the subject of it.

bromear
Joke: ( v .   Intr.  ) Make jokes, chance. 

bromus
Bromus: m.   (Bot.  ) Plant genus of grasses, some of whose species are forage and others are cultivated as ornamental
plants.

bronco aspiracion
Aspiration into lungs: (Med.  )  Accidental aspiration of solids or liquids reach the bronchi and passing into the lungs. For
example, a child who eats gas and is induced vomiting, may breathe, i.e. part of that gas can pass stomach into the
lungs, which leads at imminent risk of death by drowning.

broncoaspiración
The aspiration into lungs is the accidental aspiration of solid or liquid, who reach the bronchi to the lungs. Example: A
child who eats gas and induced vomiting may breathe, i.e. part of the gas can pass stomach into the lungs. This
phenomenon occurs particularly in young children and babies.

brontosaurio
Prehistoric animal, cousin of dinosaur, 20 meters of length, bulky body, short, thick legs, tail and neck long, and small
head.

bronx
Bronx: One of the five districts of the city of New York (U.S. ) not. of Manhattan; 1,650,000 inhabitants aprox.; Most
Jewish and Latino.

bronx
In Bogota, Colombia, the Bronx Street is a street that is home to many homeless people and inhabitants of the street.
Nestled in the heart of the city, this street has recently been intervened by police and the Office of the Attorney-General.



brothers father is my
This phrase or English sentence doesn't make sense or grammatical consistency. Gimena, which is the applicant to
Indian you that it should give you the sense or the corresponding coherence, since the Spanish translation would be
more or less: " brothers is my father ". As you can see there is no grammatical cohencia in the expression.

brown
Brown: English word which means Brown in Spanish.

brownie
Brownie: Word of English. Pudding or chocolate cake. The name apparently originated by its dark brown color which in
English translates to brown.

bróder
Broder is the way you pronounce the English word " brother " translated into the Spanish meaning: brother.

brucelosis bovina
Bovine brucellosis is a contagious disease of cattle, which can also be transmitted to humans.

brucina
Brucine: f. (Quim.  )  Alkaloid that is obtained from the nut vomica.

brujas
Bruges: City of Belgium, capital of the province of West Flanders. Main economic activities: fabrics, mechanical
constructions, shipyards, weapons. It was one of the first markets of the liga Hanseatica 40 wool; s. XII - XIV ).

bucaro
bucaro is incorrectly written, and should be written as "vase" being its meaning:<br>Bucaro, ra: adj. synonymous with
bumangues, person born in Bucaramanga, Department of Santander in Colombia.

buchado
Buchadó: ( s.m.  ) Buchada, breath.

bucogenital
Oral sex or bucogenital, is a sexual practice in which the mouth of someone is someone's genitals.

buen día
Expression used as a greeting during daylight hours ( from 6 : 00AM to 6 : 00PM .   For the evening hours the
expressions "good night" and "good night" are used. 

buen perdedor
A good loser (ra) is a person who does not get angry when he loses, and who also recognizes and applauds the triumph
of his adversary. 



buen polvo
In the colloquial language, referred to as " good powder " that man or that woman who in bed has an excellent sexual
performance; but not only on the bed, you must also have an excellent performance on the sofa, in the Chair, in the
bathroom, in the kitchen unit or elsewhere where sexual intercourse takes place. The person " good powder " also has
feature to please your partner and enjoy and make her enjoy.

buen provecho!
Interjection expressing itself to someone at the table is about to take a food.

buen punto
A good point is a nice touch, a good conclusion, a good point and a good initiative.

buena madrugada
This expression does not exist or is not used as a greeting in the morning, for this period ( 12:00 M.N. at 6:00 A.M.  )
used " good morning " It is the same expression that is used as a greeting throughout the morning until 11:59 A.M.

buena mujer
A good woman is a woman of good reputation, who does good and not evil. 

buena onda
Colloquial expression meaning: good person.  Friendly person, sociable, good neighbor, good friend, etc. 

buena papa
Colloquial expression that means: good person. Friendly, sociable person, good neighbor, good friend, etc.

buena tarde
Greeting phrase used during the period between 12 : 01 PM and 6 : 00 PM .  You can also use the expression "good
afternoon", or simply "good".

buenas noches
Expression used as a greeting, 6:01 P.M. to 12:00 M.N. This expression is also used as a farewell at night to go to bed.

buenas tardes
Expression used as a greeting during the period between 12:01 pm and 6:00 P.M. You can also use " good late ".

buenaventura
Buenaventura Ferreira, is a Paraguayan ex-footballer who was offensive flywheel.  Played in Deportivo Cali of
Colombia.  He currently serves as technical.

buenazo
Buenazo, za: adj.  Very good.  2 - Which is good health.  3. Applies to a pretty woman and nice body: "That woman is
buenaza!   ".



buendía
Buendía is a surname of Spanish origin. 

buenísimo
It is the superlative of good.

buenos días
Expression used as salutation during the period between zero hours ( 00 : 00 ) and 11 : 59 AM . 

buenón
Buenon, is the augmentative of good.

buffet
Buffet is a French word that has been castellanizada as a buffet or buffet. A buffet is a meal served and arranged on a
specially equipped table so that diners do a row and go choosing and getting to taste the ingredients of that food ( meat,
chicken, salads, fries French, cooked potatoes, etc.  )

buffon
Gianluigi Buffon is an Italian footballer who plays as a goalkeeper; He has played in several teams including Parma and
Juventus.

bugueño
Bugueño (and bugueña ).    Person born in the municipality of Buga, in the department of Valle del Cauca in Colombia. 

buitrago
Buitrago is a surname of Spanish, very common origin in Colombia and other countries of the Americas.

buitraguito
Buitraguito, is the affectionate nickname that was known sometimes Guillermo Buitrago, composer, musician and singer
of Colombian folk music.  Among their best-known songs are "The eve of new year" and "Grito Vagabundo".

buitraguito
Buitraguito, is the affectionate nickname that was known sometimes Guillermo Buitrago, composer, musician and singer
of Colombian folk music.  Among their best-known songs are "The eve of new year" and "Grito Vagabundo".

buldocero
Buldocero : Operator who drives a bulldopper . 

bule
Bule: m. In Mexico, pumpkin.

bulgari
Bulgari, is an Italian brand of perfumes, jewelry, watches and other luxury items. 



bullaranga
Bullaranga: f. ( colloquial ) Bulla, bustle, scandal, loud noise.

bullas
Bullas is a municipality of Spain in the province of Murcia, p. j. of Mule. 15000 inhabitants approx. grain, wine and oil.

bulldog
Bulldog: m.   (English word ). Set of dog breeds specimens of small but strong head, with typical lower prognathism,
semicaídas and open ears and legs short, robust, and separate, characterized for being higher rear than the previous
ones. They are game animals, fierce and courageous.

bulldózer
Bulldozer: m. English word. Tractor equipped with a powerful motor and a loader, which is used for clearing and leveling
of land.

bullerengue
The bullerengue is a musical genre and a dance typical of San Basilio de Palenque in the Department of Bolivar in
Colombia and the province of Darién in Panama.

bullero
Bullero and bullera: person who like the noise and bustle.

bullicio
Bustle: s. tropelin, m. Bulla, droves, riot, noise.

bulloso
Impetigo: ( colloquial ) Lively, scandalous, loud.

bully
Bully: English word which in Spanish translates: bully, bully, bully, bully.

bullying
Bullying: English word that translates literally in Spanish: fighting, bullying, and refers to that bully students ( 41 bully; it
frightens and it harasses another student small or weak.   "Bullying " is then defined as bullying, school harassment,
bullying I school, etc.

bulteador
Bulging (ra) .   Person carrying packages, sacks and sacks. 

bultear
This verb is widely used in the country region of Colombia, and means : carry a person lumps, sacks or coasts on their
back or shoulders,



bultero
Bultero : ( colloquial ) Person carrying packages, sacks or coasts .

bum
Bum : Onomatopoeia that mimics the sound of an explosion . 

bumangués
Bumangues and bumanguesa is the adjective for people born in Bucaramanga, Department of Santander in Colombia.

bunde
Bunde is a type of Colombian folk music, specifically the departments of Tolima and Chocó.

bunker
Bunker: m.   (German word ). Underground fortress built with reinforced concrete.

buñuelería
Commercial premises in the area where they sell fritters. 

burgomaestre
Mayor: m. Spanish form of the German word Bürgermeister. A mayor is a mayor.

burgueno
burgueño is incorrectly written, and should be written as "burgueno" being its meaning:<br>Burgueño, na: person born
in the municipality of Burgos in Spain.

burgueño
Burgueño, na: ( adj.  ) 1 person born in the municipality of Burgos in Spain. 2. it is said of that which is relative or
belonging to the municipality: burguena culture, gastronomy, burguena, burgueño heat.

burguero
Burguero: Last name of Spanish origin that comes from another surname of Spanish origin: Lagos.  For example, Carlos
Burguera, Spanish footballer who plays as a goalkeeper and who has played mainly in the second division teams.

burkini
A burkini is a costume of bath especially designed for women Muslim since only leaves to the discovered the face, the
hands and the feet. The burkini, result is quite the opposite of the bikini, which leaves almost everything exposed and
not leave anything to the imagination.

burlarse
Mocking: ( v.  pron.   )  Laughing at a person malicious showing any negative aspect that characterizes it, to make it
ridiculous.

burlesco



Burlesque: That it contains or denotes taunts: mocking laughter.

burra
Donkey: 1 - as a noun is the female of donkey.   2. as adjective applies to the woman who is not very intelligent.   3.
woman who works hard, that camel from sunrise to sunset.

burral
Burral : ( adj .  ) Bestial, brutal. 

burriquete
Burriquete comes from donkey. In the colloquial language, a burriquete is any individual who is addicted to marijuana.
The nickname stems from the fact that donkey feeds on grass.

burritos
Burritos: ( Plural of burrito ). It burrito is a dish typical of the kitchen Mexican that consists in a cake prepared with flour
of wheat, meat cooked or fried and beans cooked, among other ingredients.


